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Tuesday’s Flash news: (Unedited copy)

(Renew or extend as special offer will end late Thursday)

Dear Members,

On Monday European fell as predicted and many Asian market closed negative on negative
economic news from Chinese. Monday Chinese market closed at five year low and Indian
market closed at all-time high.  Investors should be focusing on what’s happening around you.
We are sure that most of you aware that we predicted fall of China (from 2021 to 2025) and
we still believe that China will be trapped by its own policy very badly in coming time. At this
stage we don’t see much weakness for China as market will rebound. Second half of 2014 will
remain great time for Shanghai Market in 2015/16.

Grains prices fell sharply, coffee made another multiyear high and USA markets closed mix
but recovered from lows. Many frontline stocks are consolidating at this stage and market
can go higher sharply if these stocks (Microsoft, Google, Apple, Amazon and etc.) start moving
higher.

Energy prices traded weaker as predicted, but Tuesday positivity is starting in oil so watch
closely. Copper is trading negative as predicted, we may see prices going toward $282.

Our recommended stocks are making headline in Wall-Street, we are sure many of you must
be very pleased with our recommendations. Stocks like FMNA, FMCC, FCEL, PLUG, BLDP,
UQM, HYGS, QTWW, ARTX, ALTI, ERII and HZNP provided windfall to buyers. Soon we will
release new stock buying list by end of this month. Hold FCEL, FMCC, FNMA and HZNP.

Try to avoid adopting negative views those who are saying negative for market and USA
because they have been wrong and still they are trying to prove themselves right. You can
read other peoples view but don’t get carried away. Since last two year one thing we kept
saying “Don’t short markets, keep adding positions in US stocks”, so far this advice worked
very well.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Friday, the European market closed negatively, but
the US equity market traded in the predicted range. The Indian equity market was on fire as
predicted. In the last two weeks Indian equity market remained the best performing market.
In our Indian market report we strongly recommended buying Indexes and Banking stocks,
which did very well. We still strongly recommend holding positions in USA and Indian equity
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markets. In these markets, financial and banking stocks will keep moving higher during this
week. In USA, the banking, housing and energy stocks will move higher.

Soft commodities went up silently; most of the traders missed the opportunity of buying, we
strongly recommending holding the longer term calls in sugar and coffee.

Dollar Index came back to 79.50; it is a great buying opportunity, so don’t miss buying
opportunities in dollar against Euro and Swiss Franc. Emerging market currencies performed
extremely well except Russian Rubble. Commodity prices fell in emerging market currencies.

Our recommended stocks performed extremely well in the last one years. FMCC, FNMA and
PLUG went up over 2500% percent. Also many other like PLUG, FCEL, HZNP, HYGS, QTWW,
many solar and uranium stocks gained value between 100 to 500%.

The Russian Rubble is nearing the historic low and another 10% fall is possible; avoid investing
in Russia.

Once again all eyes will be on Russia; our Astro combinations are clearly supporting markets
no matter what Russia does. S&P’s new support point is 1854, and the higher side can easily
move another three percent.

This is what we mentioned last Monday, and we still believe that this news won’t have any
major impact on world financial markets: In our Astro cycle we don’t see any major war
between Ukraine and Russia so don’t get yourself into all these fake news of war taking place
between these two countries. Also don’t buy any predictions or don’t listen to anyone who
is saying Markets crashing and metals going to zooming on war.

Markets may get volatile not because of Ukraine but because of Mars so don’t miss
opportunity of buying on any sell off of weaker trend in market because Retro Mars always
bring volatility whenever it turn retro but then it always created bigger bullish trend.

Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Tuesday:

METALS

Copper prices fell again as predicted, it came down almost 9% from last month high on Chinese
negative news. For Tuesday we recommend trading in and out strategy for metals because in Asia and
Europe we may see weakness in metals but later in USA some recovery might come so follow predicted
ranges here below mentioned and trade intra-day trades. Silver may show positive sign but wait for
our clear indications.
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This is what we mentioned yesterday: In last week’s newsletter, we mentioned a bearish trend for
copper. We are not recommending buying copper at this stage on Monday. Palladium did well; hold
buying positions in palladium. Platinum will remain sideways.

This is what we mentioned last Monday: Those who bought positions in Palladium should hold as we
won’t surprise at all if its move to $1000 as predicted with Kitco. Other base metals will also trade mix
to positive but higher side will remain limited. Precious metals traded in the narrow range and same
kind of trend will continue on Thursday so trade IN and OUT. According to our Astro cycle precious
metals should start trading weaker from late Thursday or from Friday on Job reports.

Positive month of February is over for precious metals on Monday, so beware and don’t get into
buying on any news. Even if war between Ukraine and Russia won’t able to put gold prices higher
than $1347 and in worst case $1377 (1% chances of gold going to $1377).

Here is Tuesday’s range: (May 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1347.90 to $1325.80 (April) Trade in and out

SILVER: $21.08 TO $20.63 Trade in and out

COPPER: $306.90 TO $299.30 Hold short

PALLADIUM: $780.50 TO $770.80 don’t short as it is our favorite in 2014

PLATINUM: $1484.00 TO $1462.90 don’t short

INDEXES

European and many Asian markets traded negative on Monday except India. USA market also traded
positive but India remained best
performing market as predicted and
we still recommend holding
positions in Indian and USA market.
Indian banking stocks done amazing
well and Bank Nifty zoomed 22%,
we are sure many of you must have
taken exposure in Indian ETF and
also must be watching HDB and IBN
(banking stocks). Tuesday we
recommend buying around lower
sides predicted range in all major
markets. Avoid Chinese, Hong Kong and other few Asian markets. Avoid also European markets as well
but don’t short once they achieve lower range as mentioned here below. Late Tuesday we may see
recovery taking place in second half of the day. Hold positions in our recommended stocks but keep
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booking profit on any sharp rise in PLUG and
BLDP (I enjoy putting PLUG, FMCC and
FNMA “moved more than 2500% in the last
one year” charts as these recommendations
remained best call apart from tech bubble
as in tech era 1996-2000 few recommended
stocks moved more than 5000%).

Watch Amazon, Ebay, Apple, Google and
Microsoft closely, also don’t short biotech
name because many big popular guys have
been talking negative about biotech for months but these stocks will keep rising in 2014. Read our
weekly newsletter closely.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Friday, European markets closed negatively on a positive
day, which is negative news for European markets. We won’t recommend any buying in European
markets for the first two days, but we strongly recommend holding positions in Indian, Chinese and
Brazilian markets.

USA markets will remain sideways and may consolidate on Monday before it starts moving higher.
Index-weighted stocks will perform well, so keep adding Apple, Microsoft and IBM.

This is what we mentioned last Wednesday; S&P rocked on Tuesday and closing above 1854 give clear
indications that is in most powerful bull cycle. On Tuesday “Day of Mars” all major markets went up
sharply which is most bullish sign, don’t dare to short market as at this stage because markets are
moving higher as predicted. Our Astro cycle guided you very well about market on Monday and
Tuesday. We ignore international tensions and we recommended buying stocks and Indexes ON
Monday and Tuesday and same time we recommended selling precious metals around higher sides.
These advises were not possible without Astro cycle because in normal circumstance we wouldn’t have
recommended what I recommended. I humbly bow to Astro subject and wave of nature theory. Hold
positions in markets and recommended stocks, don’t short markets and indexes as we are in most
powerful bullish trend as per Astro cycle and S&P may go to 1918 to 1932 in the next ten days.

I trust Saturn and North-Node combinations, Mars has to walk with these major planetary
combinations, which may put markets on fire so keep adding positions on any weakness.
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Strategy should be: buying at lower range around 1834 to 1838 rather than shorting market because
we are in historic bull market in US equity.

This is what we mentioned last Monday: In the last two month S&P is trying to consolidate around
1800 which is great news. This is stage 1854 is major Astro resistance level  and S&P has to close above
this level for three days to confirm new bull cycle. On downside we still see strong astro support point
at 1834 so we don’t see market going below1834.

In this year’s book “2014 Financial Predictions”, we have also written that in the first cycle
of January 2014, S&P won’t be able to cross 1854, and so far, that has proven to be accurate.

Here is Tuesday’s ranges: (March contracts)

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5438 to 5397

NIKKEI (Sep) – 15315 TO 15130

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 6588 to 6521

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3130 TO 3112

HONG KONG (cash) – 22399 to 22145

CAC – 4411 TO 4345

DAX – 9365 TO 9210

DEX EURO STOXX – 3157 - 3120

FTSE – 6709 TO 6633

FTSE/JSE – 42935 to 42590

S&P – 1885.00 TO 1867.00

NASDAQ – 3725.50 TO 3680.25

RUSSELL – 1209.00 TO 1191.00

DOW – 16477 TO 16331

TREASURY BOND

Thirty year bond prices traded weaker as predicted. On Tuesday, we may see a mixed trend, so trade
in and out, but later this week, we may see a weaker trend, so selling on the higher side on Tuesday is
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recommended. Short-term traders should trade in and out in the Thirty year bond as mentioned in
the ranges below. As we mentioned last week, 135 to 136 is a good selling level, and we still hold the
same predictions.

The thirty year bonds traded mixed. 128 is a very strong astro support point which we predicted six
months ago when we recommended selling at 150.

Tuesday trading range (March contract):

TREASURY BOND – 133-12 TO 132.00

SOFT COMMODITIES

The coffee move looks like a big mystery to me because before anyone enters, it moved up sharply
higher than 90%. Few of our members are holding coffee trends and we are very happy for them;
unfortunately I don’t have any positions in coffee as I missed this trade. I bought some at $107 but
sold at $114. I was planning to buy in April.

Last week, Coffee, Cotton, Sugar, and Cocoa
went up. We still recommend buying call in
coffee and sugar, but one can also take
shorter term puts in all these soft
commodities.

Late Monday, we see soft commodities
trading weaker. Don’t short future contracts
as they are very risky.

This is what we mentioend last week:
Remember we are not recommending any
shorts as coffee is our most favorite commodity, and we predicted that we won’t be surprised even if
it moves above $400.

Tuesday trading range: (May 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $206.30 TO $197.95

COTTON: $92.50 TO $90.50

COCOA: $3009 TO $2965

SUGAR: $18.45 TO $17.78

GRAINS
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Grains traded weaker as predicted, hold sell positions in Soy product and hold buying in corn. This is
what we mentioned yesterday: Except corn we never thought that soy and wheat would move higher,
but they did in the last four weeks. I was not able to read the rising trend in soy and wheat. I was
studying soy and wheat, and the astro trend still looks mixed to weaker, so watch Monday’s trend
closely. Any sharp rise should be taken as a selling opportunity on Monday in soy and wheat.

Trading in and out in grains remains the best strategy in the last 18 months.

Tuesday’s trading range (May 2013 contracts):

CORN: $485.50 TO $470.00 (buy)

WHEAT: $648.00 TO $629.50

SOY: $1434.00 TO $1405.00

SOY MEAL: $450.00 TO $439.00

SOY OIL: $44.25 TO $43.27

ENERGY

Monday we predicted negative trend for oil, heating oil and RB gas. According to our astro
combinations, first half Tuesday will be negative for oil and energy product but second half we see
positive trend coming in oil market. Today few known analysts said that he sold oil today as he see
sharp fall but we see opposite from later day or tomorrow so buy oil on weakness. If oil hold $100.23
for two days then we see oil going up again toward $104.55. Another level will be to watch $99.59 as
it has major astro support at this point.

Energy stocks will also move higher, so it’s a great time to buy 3x ETF of oil and energy stocks on
Tuesday.

This is what we mentioned four weeks ago on Monday, and so far, this range has proven to be very
accurate: If oil closes positively on Tuesday, it will confirm oil going toward $104.55. This is what we
mentioned yesterday: Oil traded above $99.59 which gives a bullish indication. If oil is above this for
the next two days, then the upside will be strong. If it closes two days below $99.59, (one Moon cycle)
a bear trend in oil will emerge.

Tuesday’s trading range (ALL April 2014 contracts):

OIL: $102.39 to $100.23

NATURAL GAS: $4.69 to $4.55

HEATING OIL: $3.0015 TO $2.9500
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RB GAS: $2.9710 TO $2.9210

CURRENCIES

Once again we see mix trend in currencies for Tuesday but buy USD against Pound, Australian,
Canadian dollar and Swiss Franc. Hold this positions for medium term. At this stage emerging market
currencies have gained value sharply as predicted in the last two weeks and these currencies may gain
value further.

We may see Dollar trading around 79.50 before it rapidly jumps higher. We strongly feel that it is a
lifetime buying opportunity in USD against Euro and Swiss Franc.

We don’t see USD index trading below 79.50 for more than two days, so watch this prediction closely.
It’s a great time to buy Euro and Swiss Franc PUT OPTIONS of June, September and December 2014.

This is what we mentioned last week: Currency market is ready for big volatility due to European
central bank meeting on Thursday and Job report on Friday. Our strategy remains same as buying USD
on weakness but don’t sell emerging market currencies. Lately our buying recommendations done very
well in emerging market currencies since last two weeks. USD may trade mix for some time before it
explode on upside from 17 March 2014.

This is what we mentioned in the month of December 2013: Keep adding USD on any weaknesses on
Tuesday or around 79.80. Sell Euro around 1.3888, Pound around 1.6620, and Swiss Franc at 1.1370.
Emerging market currencies will trade a bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We strongly recommend
taking some buying positions in USD.

Tuesday’s trading range: (March contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 79.96 to 79.55

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9055 to 0.8971

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9130 to 0.9060

BRITISH POUND – 1.6697 to 1.6578

EURO – 1.3907 to 1.3830

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9727 to 0.9650

SWISS FRANC – 1.1415 to 1.1341

RUPPEE – 61.05 to 60.57 (Spot)

RAND – 10.80 to 10.56 (Spot)
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Must read: Please don’t forward our letter to non-subscriber, yes you send to your
colleagues this Flashnews copy as sample. We put great amount of time to write every letter,
if I am subscriber of this services than I won’t mind paying even more because these letters
are not only market predicting letters but they give us great knowledge and awareness about
current time as well as future coming time. Most of other analyst’s letters are written by their
junior staffs but in our case that is not possible and we won’t do it. It is like purely personalized
service and I love to do it because I enjoy my work and I want to promote astro subject
because it has great hidden truth about everything. Anyways, I highly recommend take
advantage of our current accuracy and we are sure that in 2014 you will do well like 2013.

Few points to be remember from his week:

Commodities have been gaining value due to weakness in USD but a turnaround in USD may
put pressure back onto the commodities.

Whatever Russia does with Crimea, they won’t gain much and it will have little impact on
the world’s financial market. Yes, the European market may suffer a bit.

Oil moving higher may push oil stocks higher which may support S&P from Tuesday.

Every year in February and September we always announce some discount for our members
so here is our offer but before you subscribe please read the note below carefully.

Read carefully: Members of “Weekly Newsletter and Daily Flashnews” are only allowed to
extend their services if their service is expiring in 2014.

 If your services are expiring in 2015 then please don’t subscribe or extended your
services.

 There is also not a discounted offer on the Stock Investment report, in fact the Stock
Investment report subscription prices will go higher from Friday of this week from
$399 to $500 so those who want to extend or subscribe should do it ASAP.

 Discount won’t be available for any combo subscriptions, this offer is only valid for
individual subscriptions for Weekly letter and daily flashnews. If you are subscriber
of both this services then subscribe individual to take advantage of discount offer.

Offer is: Subscribing or extend Weekly Newsletter and Flashnews services we will give 25%
extra time so for an example: if you subscribing for one year then you will get three months
of extra service (worth of $1650). This offer will expire soon any time before this Friday.

I hope that those who always complaint about the expressive price will be pleased with this
offer.

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma,
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Make the wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


